Abstract. In this preliminary study, we utilized the Webcam with bigger field of view (FOV) in order to overcome existing limitations of conventional navigation stereo cameras with small FOV thereby improving marker detection capacity. In results, we demonstrated that FOVs of conventional camera and the Webcam were 885 mm and 1,685 mm, respectively which indicates better FOV of the Webcam. Consequently, the stereo camera using the Webcam provided sufficient FOV and expanded the effective range of marker detection thereby enabling discrimination of patient heads and transducers as well as tracking in any direction.
Introduction
The magnetic coils of TMS is designed and utilized to enable direct and local stimulation for specific sites from outside. Initially, it has been widely used to examine conductivities of central and peripheral nervous systems or to precede associative localization [1] , but now the TMS is being utilized as a novel therapeutic approach for a number of psychiatric disorders, in particular for depression due to their virtue of local stimulation of brain cortex [2] [3] . Generally, the TMS navigation does mapping the brain coordinates and acquired coordinates from MRI scan and the stereo camera system, respectively and then convents them into on three dimensional image coordinates; next, IR markers attached on heads and TMS transducers are detected in real time hence finding magnetic stimulation points. In the current study, the Webcam with bigger field of view (FOV) was utilized in order to overcome existing limitations of conventional navigation stereo cameras with small FOV thereby improving marker detection
Methods

Stereo Camera
While searching markers of patients' head and transducer, stimulation locations might be varying if it escapes the FOV of the stereo camera. In order to avoid such cases, we compared FOV of the conventional stereo camera of the TMS navigation system (Polaris), the Webcam from Alphacam (C-3000), and the stereo camera manufactured using the HD Pro C920 Webcam from the Logitech. For the stereo camera, a total of 36 IR LEDs (850 nm wavelength) was arranged in a circle around the Webcam in order to recognize IR markers and the IR pass filter was attached on the stereo camera. In addition, we noticed that the larger baseline (the distance between cameras for the manufactured stereo camera) was made, the more differences in camera vision and distance to the camera were resulted thereby producing less pixel error in the identical distance. The results are summarized in the Table 1 . as shown, although pixel errors were decreased with the same distance, it might not be realistic for treatment applications considering limited space because the minimum measurement distance from the camera was increasing for the detection of IR markers Fig. 2 . Therefore, in the study, we set the baseline as 300mm, for securing appropriate FOV with reduced minimum measurement distance, and then compared the FOV of the conventional stereo camera of the TMS navigation system (Polaris), the Webcam from Alphacam (C-3000), and the stereo camera manufactured using the HD Pro C920 Webcam from the Logitech. The Fig. 3 depicts results of comparisons of FOV. When the minimum measurement distance set as 1,000 mm, as general requirement for patient treatments, FOVs were shown to be 885 mm, 788 mm, and 1,685 mm, respectively.
(a) Conventional stereo camera (Polaris) (b) C-300 stereo camera (c) HD-920 stereo camera 
IR Marker detection algorithm
The rotated diagonal search method, often used for real time detection of moving markers, was utilized in the study for IR marker detection. The rotated diagonal search method performs recursive binary searching toward east, west, south, north, southeast, southwest, northeast, and northwest direction upon finding the center of camera image [4] . This method detects markers with 2×2 pixel size and initiates researching markers from the center in which the distance between searching area is smaller than the diameter of marker. The grass fire algorithm was additionally applied which allocates location of markers with same label in reference to adjacent pixels and then gradually dilates around the marker to detect [5] . This method detects markers with 2×2 pixel size and initiates researching markers from the center in which the distance between searching area is smaller than the diameter of marker. The grass fire algorithm was additionally applied which allocates location of markers with same label in reference to adjacent pixels and then gradually dilates around the marker to detect [5] . When it comes to marker detection time, we compared the conventional contour tracing algorithm and the rotated diagonal search method. Marker detection methods were compared in reference to time takes for detection of all three markers while the completion of detection was defined only all detections were accomplished for moving markers from the distance of 1,000mm. In order to secure better reliability, the experiment was repeated for 10 times and results are summarized in the Table 2 . The detection time for markers were found to be 132 nsec, and 57 nsec for conventional contour tracing algorithm and rotated diagonal search method, respectively indicating that suggested rotated diagonal search method provide much shorter detection time.
Conclusions
In the current study, we proposed the stimulation point detection method that minimizes detection errors occurring due to small FOV of stereo cameras, and reduces time took for detection of markers on moving transducers and patients head.
In addition, we demonstrated that, as the distance between cameras was increased, the manufactured stereo camera showed more pronounced differences in camera vision, the minimum measurement distance was increased, and pixel errors were reduced with identical distances. In results we found that the stereo camera with Webcam enables discrimination and tracking of patients' heads and transducers at any direction via providing enough FOV as well as enlarging effective ranges of marker detections. Taken together, we demonstrated that the suggested stereo camera 1) enables accurate and fast marker detection with securing large FOV and 2) is able to find exact magnetic stimulation points in real time even with moving heads and transducers.
